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OBJECTIVES

• **Key Terms**

• **When a Reliance Agreement is Appropriate**

• **Single IRB Requirements for Federal Studies**

• **What happens when Emory and Children’s is serving as the Reviewing IRB for another institution?**

• **What happens when Emory and Children’s is relying on another institution?**

• **Questions**
KEY TERMS

- Reviewing IRB (also called the “IRB of Record”)
- Relying IRB or Institution
- Central IRB (formerly “Commercial IRB”)
- Reliance Agreement (also called an “Institutional Authorization Agreement” or IAA)
- Master Agreement or Umbrella Agreement
- Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
- Local Context
ENGAGEMENT IN HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH

The sites must be engaged in human subjects research.

Sites that are not engaged in human subjects research don’t require IRB review and thus would not require a reliance agreement to rely on another institution for IRB review.


Engagement Determination Checklist on Collaborative Research webpage under the “What is Collaborative/ Multi-site Research?” tab

- Researchers must be employees or agents of the institution.
- Researchers must be doing at least one of the following activities:
  - Enrolling/consenting subjects
  - Administering a study intervention
  - Interacting with human subjects
  - Accessing identifiable information
  - Receiving the direct funds through a grant/award
WHAT DO THE REGS SAY?

OHRP:

“Cooperative research projects are those projects...which involve more than one institution. ...[An] institution participating in a cooperative project may enter into a joint review arrangement, rely upon the review of another qualified IRB, or make similar arrangements for avoiding duplication of effort.”

45 C FR 46.114

FDA:

“...institutions involved in multi-institutional studies may use joint review, reliance upon the review of another qualified IRB, or similar arrangements aimed at avoidance of duplication of effort.”

21 C FR 56.114
THE CURRENT REGULATORY LANDSCAPE

NIH SINGLE IRB MANDATE:
As of January 2018, all multi-site NIH grant proposals required the submission of a Single IRB Plan naming which institution would serve as the IRB for all participating sites. Some exceptions apply.

SINGLE IRB COMMON RULE REQUIREMENT:
As of January 21, 2019, the New Common Rule is in place. All federally-funded multi-site studies which 1) receive IRB approval after that date or 2) transition to the New Common Rule are required to use a single IRB by January 2020.

If you are submitting a federal or NIH grant application…

You should follow the process (on Emory’s website or email the Children’s IRB) for identifying a single IRB. Visit our Collaborative Research webpage under the “NIH and Federal Single IRB Requirements” tab.

YOU SHOULD NOT send a grant application in without consulting with Emory or Children’s IRB about your Single IRB Plan and without getting a single IRB quote to include in your budget.
WHAT IF I NEED A RELIANCE AGREEMENT FOR A BRAND NEW STUDY?

For NIH/federally-funded studies, STOP. Your project should have already gone through the IRB's process for NIH and federal grant proposals. If it didn't, contact the IRB Reliance Listserv for Emory investigators or email the Children's IRB for Children's Investigators.

For other brand new multi-site studies, we generally do not agree to serve as Reviewing IRB or rely on another Reviewing IRB unless it is required by the sponsor.

For brand new collaborative studies, we are more open to serving as the Reviewing IRB or relying on another Reviewing IRB.

If you want a reliance agreement for a brand new study, submit a Reliance Request Form to the Emory IRB Reliance Listserv as instructed on the Collaborative Research webpage under the “How Do I Request a Reliance Agreement for a Brand New Study?” tab. For Children’s, enter the study into eIRB.
DO I NEED THE EMORY IRB, CHILDREN’S IRB OR BOTH TO BE INVOLVED?

For studies where Emory and Children’s are both engaged, follow the flowchart on the Emory website here: [HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/FORMS/EXTERNAL-IRBS/INDEX.HTML](HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/FORMS/EXTERNAL-IRBS/INDEX.HTML) under the “CHOA Involvement” tab.

For federally-funded studies where we are required to rely on an outside single IRB, send a reliance request to Emory IRB only.

• Emory IRB will execute one reliance agreement with the outside single IRB on behalf of Emory and Children’s.

• Emory IRB will include Children’s IRB in any communications to the outside single IRB.

• Depending on the details of the study, you may have to complete a local external IRB submission and receive institutional signoff from Emory, Children’s, or both.
WHAT IF I NEED A RELIANCE AGREEMENT FOR AN ONGOING STUDY?

Criteria:
1. Emory or Children’s IRB has already approved a study.
2. Now you’re adding non-Emory/Children’s collaborators or sites to that study.
3. You’d like Emory or Children’s IRB to serve as the Reviewing IRB for the other collaborators or sites.

For Emory: Submit an Ongoing Emory-Approved Reliance Request Form to the study’s assigned analyst via email. That form is on the Collaborative Research webpage under the “What If My Ongoing Study Now Needs an External Site or Non-Emory Study Team Members or Sites Added?” tab.

For Children’s: Make the modification to the study in eIRB. If an external team member is added, indicate their place of employment.

With your Reliance Request Form, your analyst will have to determine:
• Whether the non-Emory collaborators are acting as “agents” of another institution or organization
• Whether the collaborators’ activities “engage” them in human subjects research under the regulations
• Whether reliance is appropriate based on the details of the study
In order for Emory to act as a participating site in a particular network or consortium, Emory must rely on the single IRB chosen for the network or consortium.

Submit a Network/Consortium Request Form to the IRB Reliance Listserv as instructed on the Collaborative Research webpage under the “What If a Network or Consortium Requires the Use of a Single IRB?” tab.

It’s possible we’ve already agreed to rely on another IRB for the network/consortium. We have a table of our umbrella agreements on the Collaborative Research webpage under the Umbrella Agreements/MOUs tab.

You may be asked to have us sign a Letter of Support stating we’ll rely on the chosen single IRB as part of your application to become a participating site. If this is the case, send your Network/Consortium Request Form as instructed along with the Letter of Support template so that we can provide that for you.
THE RELIANCE PROCESS AT EMORY...
Step 1
Study Team Sends Reliance Request Form to IRB Reliance Listserv

Step 2
eIRB Submission for Emory only

Step 3
Reliance Agreement Negotiation and Execution

Step 4
Emory study team receipt of Local Context Worksheet and Site-Specific Consent/HIPAA form(s) from Relying Site Study Team

Step 5
Emory study team submission of Amendment to Onboard Participating Site

Step 6
Emory study team supply of site/amendment approval letter and approved site-specific documents to Relying Site Study Team

EMORY REVIEWING.....
**EMORY RELYING.....**

Step 1: Study Team Sends Reliance Request Form to IRB Reliance Listserv

Step 2: Reliance Agreement Negotiation and Execution

Step 3: XIRB Local Submission And Site Requirements Completed

Step 4: Local Context and Institutional Signoff

Step 5: Emory study team supply of Local Context Worksheet(s) and Site-Specific Forms to Lead Study Team for their submission

Step 6: Emory study team supply of approval letter and approved site-specific documents to Emory IRB and other necessary ORA offices (RAS, etc.)
CHILDREN’S REVIEWING.....

Use Central IRB
CHILDREN’S RELYING ....

Step 1: Study Team enters study into eIRB
Step 2: Reliance Agreement Negotiation and Execution
Step 3: Local Site Requirements Completed
Step 4: Institutional Signoff
Step 5: Children’s study team supply of Local Context Worksheet(s) and Site-Specific Forms to Lead Study Team for their submission
Step 6: Children’s study team supply of approval letter and approved site-specific documents to Children’s IRB
INFORMED CONSENT

- **Reviewing Study Team creates:**
  - Model/Master Consent Template
  - Reviewing/Lead team’s local version based on model/master consent template

- **Relying Study Team creates:**
  - Relying team’s local version based on model/master consent template, plugging in Emory site-specific provisions in certain places

*Where Emory is relying, we have an XIRB Consent Checklist tool on the website to help you figure out which site-specific provisions must be added based on your study details*

*Where Children’s is relying, the IRB will add language where appropriate based on the submission in eIRB*
FAQS...
WHAT FACTORS DOES EMMORY OR CHILDREN’S IRB USE TO DETERMINE WHETHER WE WILL ENTER INTO A RELIANCE AGREEMENT?
WHY DO I NEED A LOCAL SUBMISSION?

- **When Emory or Children’s cedes review, the ONLY component that moves to the other institution is IRB review.**
- **Everything else remains at Emory or Children’s.**
- **Even though IRB review is ceded, the IRB is still responsible for some aspects of review (e.g. investigator training, local context, sometimes HIPAA privacy review).**
- **We also need a record of the study to maintain institutional accreditation.**
In order for Emory or Children’s to be “engaged”, Emory or Children’s personnel have to be involved in one of the following activities:
- Enrolling/consenting subjects
- Doing data analysis with identifiable information
- Having some other access to identifiable information
- Administering study interventions/handling study interactions
- Emory or Children’s receiving the direct award

If Emory or Children’s is not engaged in the research but an external site wants to gain access to Emory or Children’s patients, departments, or records for their human subjects research:
- They should NOT go through the Emory or Children’s IRB or seek a reliance agreement. Instead, they should pursue IRB review at their own institution.
- They should request “site permission” by contacting the Emory or Children’s department directly.
WHAT IF THERE IS A CHANGE TO THE STUDY?

Whether a change to the overall study or to just one of the sites, the lead/reviewing institution study team is responsible for submitting amendments for:

1) The overall study,
2) Lead study team-specific changes,
3) Any participating site changes.

The relying site study team is responsible for providing any necessary information or documentation to the lead/reviewing institution study team for the submission.

Note: If Emory or Children’s is relying on an external IRB, no amendments need to be submitted here.

If the amendment triggers new ancillary reviews, the reviewing IRB may require you to contact us for a new local context review and acknowledgment before approving the amendment.

Any amendment approval letters or new approved documents from the external IRB should be uploaded into a logged comment in your Emory XIRB local submission or into the study record in Children’s eIRB.
The LEAD STUDY TEAM is responsible for submitting amendments for 1) the overall study, 2) lead study team-specific changes 3) any participating site changes.

If Emory is the lead/reviewing institution, we have a document for you to provide the relying site study teams so that they can provide you the information you need for the continuing review process.

The RELYING SITE STUDY TEAM is responsible for providing any necessary information or documentation to the Lead Study Team for the submission.

If Emory or Children’s is relying on an external IRB, continuing review does not have to be done here. The Lead Study Team is responsible for making sure you obtain continuing review.

- Any continuing review approval letters or new approved documents from the external IRB should be uploaded into a logged comment in your Emory XIRB local submission or into the study record in Children’s eIRB.
If there is a change in your study team members, you must notify BOTH the Reviewing IRB and Emory or Children’s IRB.

If Emory is reviewing: Add every study team member for Emory and any relying sites to the submission via Emory’s normal system.

If Emory or Children’s is relying: Notify the Reviewing IRB via their method for study team member changes. If you have a question about that method, contact your Lead Study Team contact or Reviewing IRB contact. You must also notify Emory or Children’s IRB so that we can ensure all Emory or Children’s study team members have the required training.

- Emory - For changes in investigators, simply log a comment asking the analyst to administratively change the investigators; For changes in study staff, use the study staff changes feature.
- Children’s - complete a local site update in eIRB.
HOW DO I HANDLE REPORTABLE EVENTS?

All sites must report all reportable events to the Reviewing IRB via their system. The Reviewing IRB is the IRB of record and reviews reportable events.

If Emory is reviewing: Your study team has access to the system and is responsible for reporting any reportable events for Emory and the relying sites to Emory IRB through the eIRB system.

If Emory or Children’s is relying: You should report directly to the Reviewing IRB or via the Lead Study Team, based upon the policies and procedures of the Reviewing IRB.

- You should also report what we call “egregious reportable events” to Emory or Children’s IRB in addition to the Reviewing IRB. Egregious reportable events include: wrong side surgery, wrong drug, wrong patient, fabrication or falsification of data, HIPAA privacy concern matter, etc.

- You’ll report it using the Reviewing IRB’s system then either screenshot and send the report or send in the body of an email to the IRB Reliance LISTSERV and the QA Team Lead (Maria Davila at maria.davila@emory.edu) or to IRB@choa.org for Children’s reporting.
Data Transfer Agreements (DTAs) or Data Use Agreements (DUAs) are contracts that govern the legal obligations and restrictions and compliance related to the transfer of data between institutions.

Reliance Agreements and Data Transfer Agreements are two separate contracts. A study may require only one or both of these contracts in order to proceed. While the IRB handles reliance agreements, we do not process data transfer agreements.

If your study involves the transfer of data from one institution to another:

- Emory - either your department, Office of Technology Transfer, or Office of Sponsored Programs will handle your DTA depending on the details of the study. Please see our FAQ webpage under the “Data Transfer Agreements” tab for more information: [http://www.irb.emory.edu/forms/faqs.html](http://www.irb.emory.edu/forms/faqs.html)

- Children's - if needed, DUAs will automatically be routed after IRB approval.
OTHER THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW...

• Consent forms are going to look different.

• There are misconceptions that reliance agreements mean less work or faster study-startup.

• There’s an extra burden on study teams when acting as a lead/reviewing institution study teams.

• SMART IRB is a type of master reliance agreement, NOT an IRB.
WHERE TO FIND INFO ON THE WEBSITE - EMORY

- **To access the webinars, go here:**
  [HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/TRAINING/WEBINARS.HTML](HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/TRAINING/WEBINARS.HTML)

- **For questions about reliance, go here:**
  [HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/FORMS/EXTERNAL-IRBS/INDEX.HTML](HTTP://WWW.IRB.EMORY.EDU/FORMS/EXTERNAL-IRBS/INDEX.HTML)

- **For questions that cannot be answered on the website, contact:**

  **Hannah Helmstetter, Reliance Specialist**
  Hannah.helmstetter@emory.edu
  404-727-8485
WHERE TO FIND INFO – CHILDREN'S

• Call or email Meredith Capasse
  • 404-785-7555
  • Meredith.Capasse@choa.org
QUESTIONS?